Celebrity
News:
Khloe
Kardashian & Trey Songz ‘All
Over Each Other’ in Vegas
By Jessica DeRubbo
In latest celebrity news, it looks like Khloe Kardashian is
moving on from her past relationship drama and celebrity
divorce from Lamar Odom. The reality star was recently spotted
getting hot and heavy with Trey Songz at Topgolf in Las Vegas
on Sunday, according to UsMagazine.com. According to a source,
the duo were “all over each other. It was really obvious they
were together.” The source continued, saying, “They were with
a group of friends right in the heart of the fourth floor for
all to see.”

This
celebrity
news
has
us
realizing that Khloe Kardashian
isn’t looking to hide her new love
interest. What are some benefits to
keeping your relationship out in
the open?
Cupid’s Advice:
You have two choices when you’re going into a new
relationship. You can either embrace it and bring it public
right away, or you can keep your privacy and stay in hiding.
Cupid has some relationship advice as to why keeping things
open might be the way to go:

1. Less work: The fact is, keeping everything on the down low
can be exhausting after a while. You’re always worried someone
is going to find something out or disturb your privacy. You
must go above and beyond to keep PDA to a minimum and refrain
from talking to your close friends about your relationship.
Related Link: Khloe Kardashian Looks Forward to Having Kids
Post Celebrity Divorce from Lamar Odom
2. Your friends and family don’t have to guess: When you stay
in hiding and keep relationship details to yourself, your
friends and family might let their imaginations run wild and
fill in the gaps with their imagination. If they always know
where things stand and see that you have nothing to hide, that
simply won’t happen.
Related Link: Khloe Kardashian Files for Divorce from Lamar
Odom
3. You can have more fun: If your relationship is in the open,
your social circle will know they can invite you to fun
things. If you’re keeping everything hidden, you’ll have less
opportunity to hang out with friends and lead a social
lifestyle.
What are some other benefits to keep your relationship out in
the open? Share your thoughts below.

Kendall and Kylie Jenner Make
Celebrity Gossip Headlines

Cozying Up to Chris Brown and
Trey Songz at Party
By Laura Seaman
In the latest celebrity gossip, Kendall and Kylie Jenner were
spotted getting friendly with rappers Chris Brown and Trey
Songz. In a photo on Songz’s Intagram, the Jenner girls were
cozy with the two at a house party. It’s a scandalous
combination, with the girls being only 16 and 18 and the men
being 25 and 29. Not only that, but Brown is a convicted felon
who just got out of jail in June after violated his probation
in the Rihanna domestic abuse case. According to
UsMagazine.com, mother Kris Jenner might not be too happy
about her daughters’ new friends. Only time will tell if these
new celebrity couples are the real deal!

New celebrity couples can be
seriously scandalous. What do you
do if your friends are dating
someone you don’t approve of?
Cupid’s Advice:
We love our friends, but sometimes, they just make really
stupid decisions. They may date absolutely terrible people
that we don’t approve of, and yet, they insist that we “just
don’t get it.” As much as you just want to knock some sense
into these people, hold on and take a step back. Here are some
ways to give your friend dating advice if they’re
seeing someone you don’t approve of:

1. Gang up on them: Go full-out intervention style and have a
group of friends around when you talk about this issue.
They’re more likely to listen to a group of people than just
one person. And if you can’t find other people who don’t
approve of this relationship and love, maybe it’s a sign you
need to rethink your position.
Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Started Off as Friends
2. Bring up specific examples: It’s really easy to just brush
off comments like “he’s so rude” or “she’s really obnoxious”
if you can’t name times when these things were true. To drive
your point home, name some specific instances when your
friend’s partner did something you thought was a red flag.
Related Link: Kendall Jenner Says She and Harry Styles Are
‘Cool’
3. Give them your support, no matter what: Don’t use
ultimatums like “either you break up with them, or we’re not
friends anymore”. That just shows a huge lack of support, and
you can’t guarantee they’ll even choose you. Just let your
friend know that while you think the relationship is a really
bad idea, you’ll support them no matter what. It’s what a real
friend would do.
What’s your best piece of dating advice for a friend who’s
dating someone wrong for them? Let us know in the comments!

